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Message from the President - Kobus Oosthuizen 
Control systems engineering must be one of the most exciting and rapidly changing industries to be                               

involved in today. Drones, self-driving cars, intelligent robots and 3-D printing are a few applications                             

that captured the general public’s imaginations, and made control systems “cool” again. Many of                           

these technologies are already becoming part of our everyday lives, just as telecommunication,                         

aviation, motor vehicles and electricity distribution are simply accepted to work, despite being                         

unimaginable without modern and robust control systems, and dedicated engineers underpinning                     

their operation.                                                                                                                           Continued...pg 2 

 

In this edition 

Past events 
There are few sports as     
technologically competitive as   
Formula One Racing. Prof David     
Limebeer presented an evening    
talk on 18 October 2018. 

Future events 
SACAC is pleased to invite all      
members, colleagues and   
associates to its Annual General     
Meeting and Luncheon at Forum     
Homini and Roots Restaurant on 8      
March 2019.  

IFAC News 
The next IFAC event that will be       
held in South Africa is the 18th       
IFAC Symposium on Control,    
Optimization and Automation in    
Mining, Mineral and Metal    
Processing.  

Member updates 
We would like to welcome home      
Professor David Limebeer who has     
returned to South Africa after     
spending thirty-seven years in the     
United Kingdom as well as new to       
the EXCO, De Villiers Groenewald. 

 

Reminder: 18th IFAC Symposium on Control, Optimisation and Automation MMM2019| 28 August 209     More info 
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Cont… 

SACAC’s role in this rapidly evolving environment is to ensure that South Africa remains at the forefront of the emerging                                       

technologies in Automation and Control. We continue bringing international events to South Africa, as part of SACAC’s affiliation                                   

with IFAC. The 18th IFAC Symposium on Mining, Minerals and Metal Processing (MMM2019) to be held in Stellenbosch promises to                                       

be a highlight on the 2019 conference calendar. The IFAC MMM2018 workshop held in Shanghai earlier this year, was attended by 7                                           

South African delegates. South Africa’s prominence in this field was once again confirmed, with high quality presentations delivered                                   

in plenary-, special- and regular sessions. Locally, SACAC hosted its first Hackathon, attracting a good spread of students and                                     

industry participants, and even had an entertaining evening lecture on Optimal control in F1 racing. These events are only possible                                       

because of enthusiastic members actively participating in these activities. 

As my term of SACAC’s president draws to an end, I wish to thank everyone who contributed to raising South Africa’s profile in this                                               

space – be it through organising events, participating in workshops, interacting with international delegates, presenting papers,                               

braving (and enjoying) foreign cultures or serving on committees. It has been a privilege leading this organisation, and working with                                       

such a diverse and enthusiastic EXCO. I wish all SACAC members all the best for 2019, and trust that everyone returned safely after                                             

a well-deserved break, with new enthusiasm for the exciting challenges ahead. 

Kobus Oosthuizen 

SACAC Outgoing President 

Past SACAC events 

 

 Optimal Control For Formula One Racing 
There are few sports as technologically competitive as Formula One Racing.           

Racing companies spend millions of dollars each year optimising their          

vehicles to gain just a few milliseconds on their competitors. Prof David            

Limebeer, a distinguished professor from Oxford currently at the University          

of Johannesburg, presented an evening talk on 18 October 2018 at the            

University of Pretoria on his involvement in the world of optimal control for             

Formula One Racing. 

The talk focused on the optimal control of the hybrid kinetic-thermal energy            

recovery systems, known as ERS-K and ERS-H, that were introduced into           

Formula One racing during the 2014 season.  

The aim of the optimal control problem is to achieve the shortest possible lap time, given the available power from the hybrid-power unit,                       

and given the curvature of the track. The first step to construct the optimal control problem is to model the track. Prof Limebeer discussed                        

how a race-track can be modelled as a ribbon, or by analogy a piece of 'tagliatelle', where the ends join to form a continuously smooth                         

surface. Secondly, it is necessary to model the dynamics of the vehicle, including aerodynamics, suspension, and tyre usage. 

The talk demonstrated to the large audience from industry and academia the value of classical optimal control to solve complex real-world                     

problems. Interactions between the audience and Prof Limebeer indicated that this topic fascinated all who attended, and that control is                    

(almost) only limited by the imagination of the engineer.                                                                                                             Derik le Roux 

SACAC Treasurer 

 

 



 

SACAC’s first ever Hackathon  
The first SACAC Control Engineering Hackathon took place at Stellenbosch University on 29 October 2018. The venue was the                   

innovation and entrepreneurship hub of Stellenbosch University, LaunchLab. This interactive event saw five teams competing to design                 

an optimal control system for a domestic rainwater harvesting system.  

The teams had seven hours to design and test their solutions. Teams consisted of undergraduate and postgraduate students                  

(Stellenbosch University, University of Pretoria and North-West University), as well as engineers from industry (SASOL and Stone                 

Three Mining Solutions). Sponsorship and support by Opti-NUM Solutions, AQUAffection, LaunchLab and SACAC contributed to a                

successful day.  

The winners were team ICE* (Ralf Küsel, Stefan Botha and Dries Wiid – engineers from SASOL doing part-time postgraduate studies                    

at the University of Pretoria), whose innovative solution used decision trees to predicted garden and household use. Judges were also                    

impressed with their presentation describing their approach. 

SACAC’s Annual Control Systems Day 
The Control Systems Day took place at the Department of Process           

Engineering (Stellenbosch University) on 30 October 2018. Prof Margret         

Bauer from the University of Pretoria gave an insightful and inspiring talk            

on robotics and automation to kick-start the day. Interesting and          

well-presented talks on a wide-variety of automation topics were         

presented by twelve speakers from Stellenbosch University, University of         

Pretoria and North-West University.  

Topics included quadrotor control, enhancing control education with        

virtual practicals, advanced fault diagnosis techniques as well as         

dynamic modelling of industrial systems and tuberculosis.  

Derik le Roux  

SACAC Treasurer 

 

Future SACAC events 

18th IFAC Symposium on Control, Optimisation and Automation in Mining, Mineral and Metal Processing  
Preparations for the 18th IFAC Symposium on Control, Optimisation and Automation in Mining, Mineral and Metal Processing                 

(IFACMMM2019) are proceeding apace. This IFAC sponsored event, hosted by SACAC, will be held from the 28th to the 30th August                     

2019 in Stellenbosch. The venue will be STIAS (Stellenbosch Institute for Advanced Studies) conference center, in the heart of                   

historical Stellenbosch. 

Technologies discussed will include process modelling, machine learning and computer vision systems, fault detection, control               

algorithms, the Industrial Internet of Things, Industry 4.0, big data and analytics. 

The first call for papers was issued at the end of September, with a submission of deadline of the 25th January 2019. Three type of                         

contributions are welcome: 

1. Full contribution - 6 page peer reviewed paper, 20 min presentation (15 min presentation and 5 min Q&A), published in the                     

 



 

open-access IFAC-PapersOnLine. 

2. Industrial contribution - 2 page peer reviewed abstract with at least one industrial author, 20 min presentation (15 min                   

presentation and 5 min Q&A).  These are not published in IFAC-PapersOnLine. 

3. Poster contribution - 2-page peer reviewed abstract, poster of max. size A0 (portrait, 841 x 1189 mm), 3-5 min presentation. 

For our industrial members the 2 page peer reviewed abstract represents a particular convenient way of publicizing the work                   

you are doing. 

We have issued invitations to various top researchers in the field to deliver plenary talks. We are delighted to announce that Dr.                      

Osvaldo A. Bascur, Principal Academia-Industry Innovation of OSIsoft, has accepted, and will talk on “Process Analytics: Transforming                 

Mineral Process Plant Data Into Actionable Insights”.  

Prior to the conference, the MMM2019 workshop will take place on the 26th and the 27th of August 2019. Attendees will have a                       

hands-on introduction to "Modern Data Analytics for Control in Minerals Processing.” Local experts from academia and industry will                  

introduce content during morning sessions, with participants developing their own solutions during afternoon sessions.  

The workshop’s focus will be to develop a control solution for a grinding circuit, consisting of a SAG mill in closed-circuit with a                       

hydrocyclone. Day 1 will introduce popular modern data analytic techniques for developing online inferentials of key process variables,                  

while day 2 will focus on model predictive control (MPC). The workshop content will be arranged such that participants will be able to                       

attend only day 1 or day 2. 

The National Organising Committee is looking for a volunteer to manage sponsorships for the conference. If you are interested, please                    

contact Kevin Brooks on kevin.brooks@bluesp.co.za. 

 

More information on the conference can be found at IFAC MMM 2019 or e-mail us at info@ifacmmm2019.org.  

Kevin Brooks and John Burchell 

LOC IFAC MMM2019 

 

IFAC News 

The International Federation of Automatic Control (IFAC) (https://www.ifac-control.org) has 48 National Member Organizations (NMOs)              

- South Africa is represented by SACAC. IFAC also has about 3,400 affiliate members that participate in the activities of the Federation                      

on an individual basis. 

IFAC Officers and Officials meet once a year for what is called “Council and related meetings”. During these series of meetings that                      

normally last for three days, the relevant IFAC Committees, Boards, and Council get together face-to-face at a venue linked to an IFAC                      

event. In September 2018 these meetings were held in Florianopolis, Brazil. SACAC was represented by our treasurer Derik le Roux                    

(member of the IFAC Publications Committee) and Ian Craig (Chair of the IFAC Publications Committee). 

IFAC President Frank Allgöwer proposed a number of changes to Council at the Florianopolis meetings, including a significant                  

restructuring of the IFAC Executive. These changes are highlighted in a recent letter that was sent to all NMOs, and will be put to a                         

vote at the General Assembly Meeting during the Berlin IFAC World Congress in July 2020. The aim of these changes is to enable                       

IFAC to react even faster to new developments and to position itself as professionally as possible for a volunteer organization. In                     

particular, IFAC plans to further expand the support it provides to technical event organizers, and to get more involved in managing its                      

 

mailto:kevin.brooks@bluesp.co.za
https://www.ifacmmm2019.org/
mailto:info@ifacmmm2019.org


 

portfolio of publications. The changes include: 

• Introducing one additional Vice-President and one additional Board by separating Technical Activities and Conferences. 

• To give publications a more prominent role in the organization with its own Vice-President and Board. 

• To have all Executive Committees report directly to the Officers and the Council, there will no longer be an Executive Board. 

• To discontinue Administration & Finance Committee, move supervision of the Secretariat to Executive Officers and Council. 

IFAC is tasked by its constitution to promote the science and technology of automatic control by organizing and sponsoring technical                    

meetings, and through technical publications. To support its publications mandate, IFAC has eight high-quality journals published by its                  

partner Elsevier. All the IFAC journals are doing well in terms of article submissions and citations, with our flagship journal being the                      

highest ranking journal in its field. The IFAC portfolio of journals has a 17.7% citation market share in the “Automation and Control                      

Systems” category according to the Incites Journal Citation Reports compiled by Clarivate Analytics. 

Publications generated by IFAC events are published in IFAC PapersOnLine which is hosted on Elsevier’s ScienceDirect platform. A                  

distinguishing feature of IFAC PapersOnLine is its open-access nature - all papers can be downloaded for free. Moving IFAC’s                   

conference material to the ScienceDirect platform has dramatically increased the visibility of these articles, resulting in more than 3                   

million article downloads during the first 7 months of 2018. 

IFAC also has a Foundation which is registered in Zurich, Switzerland. The foundation has aims that are similar to those of IFAC.                      

Foundation activities include the support of young authors from developing countries to attend IFAC events, in particular the IFAC                   

World Congress. Other activities include the selection and presentation of the IFAC Foundation Kwon Award that recognizes                 

contributions from individuals or group of individuals who, with their work, have shown how automatic control science and technology                   

can contribute to significant advances in the broad area of “sustainable development”. This award is made in honour of Professor Wook                     

Hyun Kwon whose initial donation fostered the creation of the IFAC Foundation. The next award will be made at the 2020 IFAC World                       

Congress in Berlin. Various regional courses are also supported in countries that do not have an IFAC NMO, such as the one that will                        

be held in January 2019 in Bangkok, Thailand. 

The next IFAC event that will be held in South Africa is the 18th IFAC Symposium on Control, Optimization and Automation in Mining,                       

Mineral and Metal Processing.  

This event will run from 28-30 August 2019 in Stellenbosch – hope to see you all there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ian Craig 

Chair of the IFAC Publications Committee 

Chair of the IFAC Foundation Board 

IFAC Advisor 

 
 
 

 



 

Member update 
SACAC would like to warmly thank our EXCO members, for their valued contributions throughout the year.  

 

 Professor David Limebeer 
We would like to welcome home Professor David Limebeer who has returned to South Africa after                 

spending thirty-seven years in the United Kingdom. As of 1 October 2018, David will be a                

distinguished professor at the University of Johannesburg. He is also an extraordinary professor at the               

University of Pretoria, an emeritus professor at the University of Oxford, and an emeritus professorial               

fellow of New College Oxford. 

David has received several accolades: He is a Fellow of the IEEE (1992–and Life Fellow 2017), a                  

Fellow of the IET (1994), and a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering (1997) and a Fellow of                   

the City and Guilds of London Institute. David has been listed in Who's Who since 2016. 

He has held several senior professorial positions including Scientific Advisor to the UK Court of Appeal, the Membership Committee of                    

the Royal Academy of Engineering, and Chairman of the Imperial College Engineering Faculty Research Committee. 

He has consulted for a number of non-academic enterprises in the UK, Europe and the USA including the UK Atomic Energy                      

Authority; Alenia Marconi Systems; MBDA UK Ltd; BP; Halliburton; N. V. Philips; Disctronics; Bristows; Edge Ellison; Freshfields;                 

MacFarlanes; 3 and 8 New Square; Honda UK; Heimanson and Wolf; Howard, Stallings, From and Hutson; Hawkins; Ishida Europe;                   

PA Consultants; Mechanical Simulation Corporation; Ducati Corse; Scuderia Ferrari; and Mercedes Formula One. 

  His research interests include applied and theoretical problems in engineering dynamics, and control systems analysis and design. 

 

 Devilliers Groenewald 
De Villiers Groenewald is a Lead Control Engineer at Anglo Platinum. De Villiers completed his B.Eng                

in Chemical Engineering at University of Stellenbosch in 2000, followed by a M.Sc Engineering in               

Extractive Metallurgical Engineering in 2002 and completed his Ph.D. in 2014 also at Stellenbosch              

University.  

De Villiers started his career at Anglo Platinum and aside from a few months at Anglo American has                  

continued with this power house organisation for 17 years. His current work finds him in the process                 

operational data infrastructure, reporting and data analytics area. He has also published various             

research papers, the most recent being in his current area of interest, being Diagnosis of Oscillations                

in an Industrial Mineral Process Using Transfer Entropy and Nonlinearity Index. 

SACAC are pleased to have had De Villiers on our Executive Committee for the last year and appreciate his input and continued                      
dedication. 

 
 
 

 



 

Stop Press 

Sponsorships awarded 
SACAC recently awarded sponsorships to students wanting to attend the Control Systems Day and Hackathon in Stellenbosch.  

The following team from University of Pretoria is one of three teams who had their flights sponsored to the value of R10,000.00.                      

SACAC looks forward to further opportunities to assist student in further developing their passion and ensuring they have the                   

necessary skills to enter industry.  

 

Stefan Botha (UP) 
The SACAC hackathon was a well organised event oriented around improving academic and industry collaboration and establish a                  

platform where young engineers and researchers can engage (and even compete) with established engineers and researchers. 

I was privileged with participating in the hackathon. The control problem and controller implementation environment was very well                  

thought out with substantial but not impossible challenges.  

The true uniqueness of the hackathon and the control problem at hand was that to have the best controller did not just require good                        

control systems knowledge, but a combined skill set of computer science, data science, control systems and advanced process control.                   

As a team we were three postgraduate students from the University of Pretoria, working as APC engineers at Sasol Synfuels.  

 

 


